A low-p insertion has been designed for the BTeV experiment to be installed in the Tevatron CO straight section. With *I2 m for detector space, a p* of 0.5 m can be achieved using 170 T/m magnets in the final focus triplets. A half-crossing angle of 240 pr keeps the beams separated by 5 0 at the 2nd parasitic crossing; 39.5 m from the IP. There are two possible low-p Tevatron Collider operating modes: CDF & DO with collisions, but not CO, and; CO with collisions, but not BO or DO.
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
A new CO Interaction Region (IR) insertion must operate in a manner that does not impact established Run IIb Tevatron parameters. This implies creating a localized insertion -one which is completely transparent to the rest of the machine. This constraint has several design implications, some of which are outlined below:
The Run I1 design (fractional) tunes can be retained by adding 2 low-p's in each plane, thereby boosting the machine tunes by a full integer.
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The BO & DO IRs are not optically-isolated entities. The lattice functions at any point in the ring, and the phase advances across any section of the ring vary through the low-p squeeze sequence.
The CO insertion must be able to track these fluid matching conditions. Low+ collisions at all 3 IPS simultaneously would require additional separators in the short BO + CO & CO + DO arcs. There is zero arc space available for more separators, so completely controlled low-p collisions can only be created at BO & DO, or just CO, but not all three simultaneously. 
PHYSICAL LAYOUT
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QTx
: 25" 40 T/m
The QTx trim quads are allocated in a lop-sided configuration, with 2 more installed in the upstream end of the insert. In B-sector it is possible to extend insert elements a good distance back into the arc before interfering with Run IIb operations. Not so in C-sector. giving 50 of separation at the 1st crossing for p* = 35 cm, and 2On emittance (95%, normalized) beams. separator solution is listed in Table 2 below. The resulting beam separation around the ring is illustrated in Figure 4 . The closest approach occurs in the insert at the 2nd parasitic crossing, where separation is about 50. Elsewhere, the average separation is 10+130. by lowering p* from 2.60 m. However, the limiting factor with this approach is the fairly alarming rate at which beam separation increases in the triplets.
BO & DO Collisions

SUMMARY
By adding an integer of betatron phase advance locally at CO, a low+* BTeV insert can be designed that is optically transparent to the rest of the Tevatron, with no impact on nominal Run IIb operating parameters.
IR quadrupole construction requires 2 new technologies:
The final-focus triplets plus Q4 & QS magnets are LHC designs, operating at gradients of 170 T/m. 
